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No, changing the stimulus voltage will not change the latent period duration. All the steps of
excitation-contraction coupling occur. You correctly answered: b. What is the role of acetylcholine in a
skeletal muscle contraction? How is this change in whole-muscle force achieved in vivo? Which of the
following statements concerning this observation is true? Common reasons: Disagreement on rewards. The
electrical stimulus mimics acetylcholine release at a neuromuscular junction Review Sheet Results Define the
terms skeletal muscle fiber, motor unit, skeletal muscle twitch, electrical stimulus, and latent period. You
correctly answered: c. Motor unit recruitment refers to You correctly answered: a. Physioex 8. Why does the
force begin to decrease with time? The muscle will produce force for a longer period if the stimulator is briefly
turned off than if the stimulations were allowed to continue without interruption. Your answer: the
neutromusclular juction leads to the end platepotential and the end platepotential triggers a process resulting in
the contraction of a muscle cell. You correctly answered: c. What occurs in the muscle during this apparent
lack of activity? Your answer: In all of the experiment, the latent period remained the same as I predicted At
the threshold stimulus, do sodium ions start to move into or out of the cell to bring about the membrane
depolarization? Your answer : b. You correctly answered: d. The passive force increases. How well did the
results compare with your prediction? What is the maximal stimulus? Because there is not enough ATP being
produced to allow the muscle to contract that many times and for the length of time. Note that a decrease in
force indicates muscle fatigue. What happened in the isolated skeletal muscle when the maximal voltage was
applied? How can you explain the increase in force that you observe? How well did the results compare with
your prediction? Explain why. It does the same thing as the active force does except for in increases at the end
again. What happens to the passive force as the muscle length is increased from 50mm to mm? Active tension
or force in a skeletal muscle fiber results from You correctly answered: a. Your answer: all of the muscle
fibers in the skeletal muscle became depolarized and all makes active force. Does the duration of the latent
period change with different stimulus voltages? Your answer: it diffuses to the muscle fiber's membrane and
binds to receptors in the motor endplate and make electric potential.


